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Opening 2

It was day time, or at least it seemed it, then again one could
not really tell , I felt there was something odd about the air,
about everything in fact. The house, perhaps was normal, though
I could not seem to keep my attention upon it, a strange lady
walked by me and I shuddered, there seemed something very
familiar about her .
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She was clad all in sickly green that disturbed me thoroughly
and now, even though she had just walked past me perspective
had shifted and I was looking at her as she walked towards me,
coming at me from the drive, despite this oddness I surmised my
surroundings appeared to make more sense than a moment ago.
I was looking down the drive and she was coming towards me . .

"In deep ...In deep ."she said in the most rancid of tones
I do not know why but I stood looking down at her as she
approached, it was as if I could do little else, then at some
point I recall noticing that despite the fact I could hear her
perfectly well, she was getting no closer to me, she stood in a
place I felt I had seen her before, adjacent to the entrance
into the bramble thicket.

I knew this place, this was where I lived , here was the drive
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and now ..and now what ? I was in my village and yet it was not
my village , everything about it seemed changed in ways that I
could and could not recognise at the same time.
" In deep .. in deep. the voice grated against me like a rake
upon concrete.

"Peekaboo! Says they." it proceeded becoming fouler with every
uttered sylable

I began walking down the drive towards the old lady in spite of
my fear and she for her part stood at the entrance, not moving
at all as I had percieved she was doing a moment ago , then she
seemed to see my approach and hissed at me in a hideous manner,
so that for that instant I fancied she became a serpent in her
hellish green attire. The next moment I could see her no more.
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I paused at the opening and looked across to the field on my
right, but I could not for some reason see it, or at least
focus clearly upon it, no matter how much I longed to gaze into
it, my vision would blur and the desire became impossible to
maitain, I looked back expecting to stare into the iniquitous
briar patch, but in its stead was something that once again was
still the briar and yet was not , at the time I accepted it
but it really makes no good sense to do so, for before me now
was literally a wall of woods , by the use of the word
literally, I wish to convey that it was formed of those things
that a wood is made up of , it was mostly brown being largly
comprised of some kind of earthy matter that bore a resemblance
to leaf litter in the final stages of decomposition , it had
tree trunks running through it like huge swollen veins , parts
of dead and evil looking branches stuck out of it whilst ivy
draped over it in places, helping to fill gaps, but by and
large it was solid , even more impervious I surmised than the
version of it I had encountered at some other point previous to
this.

The even stranger thing about this odd looking bramble was a
small door comprised of vertical strips of wood, bound
horizontally by something that may have been metal, this odd
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looking entrance was built into the structure I have just
mentioned. It was ahout four feet tall, hidden largely by ivy
and other parts of the construction and was set some two feet
off the ground.
It continued to strike me as strange that no matter how odd I
realised this locale to be, I could not bring myself to become
afraid by it , certainly this was hardly due to a lack of
unpleasant surroundings. In addition, as if extra confusion was
required, oddness seemed to affect my perception as if
everything was adjusted when I looked at it, that is that the
direction in which I looked affected what I looked upon and
that which I no longer stared at returned or changed to a
different state; as one might imagine this created a profoundly
unnerving experience.
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My hand moved, I think by myself , towards the door brushing
aside some of the hanging woodland as it did so, I felt down
the right hand side of the door seeking a handle as it was
obscured from sight by ivy, I found a metal ring in
approximately the the centre of the right hand side, it was
attached to a small metal ball which fixed onto the door , I
pulled at it but the door did not open , pushing also had no
effect, that was until I turned the ring to the left and then
pushed , upon doing this I felt something click and the door
opened inwards.
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Peering in I could see that it was dark in there, but not so
dark that one could not see where one was, without thinking any
further I bent my head down and stepped in. From my view inside
the bramble or whatever it now was I could see that I was stood

in some kind of cave , there was a ceiling to it, one comprised
of that same matter that made the walls outside, the inside

walls were too, formed by that earthy substance, though unlike
the slightly alive looking exterior with its ivy and other
plants , this was all brown and gave the appearance of death
and decay, dark interior tree trunks and branches ran through
it and I shuddered at the atmosphere herein, the place was
thick too with a earthy smell which, though not unpleasant,
consolidated my opinion of this place as dire in the extreme,
for it carried with it a promise of the earth that no one would
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wish for.

The other instantly remarkable thing was the source of the
light, for as I said it was possible to see in this freakish
giant warren, it came from the trees , they stretched from the
ground up, into and through the ceiling, projecting the effect

that they held the whole thing in place, most of the branches
grew up fiercly as if rushing towards the light outside,
disappearing into the earthen roof as they went, however there
were also some that chose not to ascend with them, these hung

down in a limp fashion, radiating off them a eery golden glow
that gave that cavern a faint yellow hue everywhere, this truly
was the most fantastic of places .
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I ceased paying attention to all this wonder and as if I once
more had no control over where I was going, I felt myself drawn
into this strange cave, so I began to walk forwards, directly
away from the doorway.

It was fairly easy to keep roughly in a continuous direction,
as the trees were not too close together, but there were no set
paths, only a brown dank floor which was homogeneous in all
directions.
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So I walked , I walked on passing as I went the golden trunks
that were all around me , up ahead and to my left and right I
could see the glow off the trees about twenty yards in each
direction, after that it disappeared into darkness tinged with
a faint yellowy glow , if this appears to make little sense
then you are not mistaken, but then I fancied that little about
this place made any kind of sense at all, certainly there was
light about me at all times , yet it seemed to fade behind me
as I went and appear before me as I approached, all the while
giving the impression of coming off those boughs that hung
limply from the earthen ceiling.

I wandered on and after a while (I do not know how long as my
sense of time seemed to be entirely without reason) I became
gradually aware of the most awful sensation that as I went
deeper into wherever it was I was going, there was a second
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party present and one whose direction seemed identical to my
own, this is of course to say that I percieved that I had
somehow gained a pursuer and what was more, as the sensation of
their presence ensued upon me, with it came something else, for
even though I had no desire to do so, somehow as my pursuers
essence became more apparent to me, it was also as if I could
see him, or it, or whatever it was , understand; I was still
walking forwards into the yellow gloom, yet in my minds eye
there was a figure, a figure who moved with a terrible firmness
of motion, skirting around the outskirts of my halo of light ,
the being, whatever it was, appeared to be made of the same
foul brown as the rest of the place, it was unmistakenly
humanoid in form, but there was something about the awful way
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that it moved that suggested some sentiment of hatred that
brought through my being a feeling of the utmost sinisterness,
far distanced from any experience I have had of humanity.
I paused , I don't know why I just did , then I looked all
around me to see if I could catch for real a glimpse of the
figure , I failed to do so but I did suddenly gain a greater
and more wretched understanding of my predicament, if this is
hard to follow try to imagine what it was like to experience;
the figure, I knew now was not following me at all, it was no
where near me , definitely it dwelt somewhere in here,deep in
some corner of this perversion of nature , I could see it
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clearly , the trees unlike here were thick boughed with dark
brown light emanating off glittering leaves that covered them,
in the midst of the trees , a circle perhaps , there stood the
brown figure who I sensed loathed myself with all its being
and soul ,if indeed it had a soul , it knew what it had to do
and in that moment I too was privvy to its plan, which appeared
so insipid and yet caused me to recoil in terror at my
inability to prevent it. Unholy petrification of the kind I
have never felt before in my life flooded over me , I knew I
had to get out of this place , the sensation adhered closest
to the news of encroachingdarkness that one feels as a child,
when one knows soon it will no longer be safe to out , soon in
this place it would not be safe for me to be here.
I did not move, for as much as I knew that soon the unspeakable
brown figure would be after me ,1 felt compelled to watch the
scene play itself out.
The brown figure, wherever it was, moved through the clearing,
the wood shifted around it as I watched, up ahead of it was a
secondary claearing , here the light was different again ,
there was a slight green tint to that gold that I had all along
referred to ,the branches that hung down here were even more
dreadful than any I had yet seen and upon the ground there were
strange plants that moved just everso slightly in the utter

stillness, as the focal point to my vision there sat, or lay,
as it appeared to be in its own way another strange and
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malevelont occupant of this haven of obscure evil, a great

wooden trunk which I knew to be the source of my timouressness,
the trunk itself seemed to have been sat there for years as
moss crept up the side of it making it look in perfect harmony
with its periphery, here was the connection that paralysed
me,the simple act of the apparition opening the chest was at
that moment to me the most evil, insiduous act that anything
anywhere could perform.
The brown shape aproached it with that same purpose in its
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motion and grasping the lid with dark wooden conviction, lifted
it up , all the while I looked on , my strange clairvoyance
seemed to improve, granting me a clearer view, as if to ensure
I missed nothing.

The culmination of the vision approached, my perspective
changed again, so I might without obstacle have included in my
vision the contents of the vessel, and oh.. this will sound so
stupid but you have to believe me , inside the wooden trunk was
darkness , I do not mean evil by this I mean it was empty and
as I stared in deeper and harder I saw that one could make out
the brown floor of the cavern where the base should have been,
there was something so abysmal about the empty wooden trunk in
the brown golden green light with that figure bent over,
staring in.
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Insight struck me once more as I suddenly understood my
perspective change, I had become the figure stood before that
foul chest, holding the lid and staring in , fear pulsed
through me, for it was as if I had made my own undoing. I let
go, but the lid stayed open as if the whole area were a picture
that remained perfectly still and I the only moving part
within.

My mind began now to wonder where the earthen shade had gone, I
looked round but my surrounds were formed solely of those
insiduous trees that glowed with the dark always just beyond
them.

In the blackness I now saw something approaching from a
distance, it lit the cavern as it came swirling through the
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trees, tendrilous and foul, a cloud of mist possessed by the
spirit thatlay within this briar cave or whatever it might be,
I screamed, at least I think I did, the horrid reality of it
all became too much, I glared out across at the misty shape
that slowly made its way, feeling abandoned by all protective
influence, as it seemed in this place horror mounted upon
horror without respite, thinking, hoping that the worst ,
whatever it might be, never really happens, something always
stops it at the last minute.

I collapsed to the floor and felt hard stone bite into my
knees, I hardly noticed the pain amidst my sobs , after a while
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the sensation abated to sheer relief of the sweetest kind ever

experienced, which only succeeded in prolonguing my weeping out
of pure gratitude that I was still alive and that my mind,
despite being shaken to an extreme,worked still, I got up
slowly.
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I was on the drive outside the briar patch, I looked down the
road to see witb a sudden recurrence of horror, the old lady
making her steady way once more towards me, I did not waste a
second staring at her, I turned and ran and ran until I was
back home, after which I do not recall much what happened, for
the next thing I knew I was lying on my bed waking up, the
experience must have proved to much for me and after making it
upstairs I must have collapsed on my bed, I tried to collect
myself and work out what had happened when, but I could not
quite place all the events together in any proper order, though
after a moments pondering nor was I sure I entirely wanted to.
The result of the whole affair that I knew to be real seemed

that I had somewhere lost two days, during which I had visited
that part of the wood which I now knew to be comprised largely
of thorny bushes and yet if I had been in the briar on the
first of the two days, where had I been for the second? did
that mean I had slept all day and dreamt it, or did that mean
there really had been a excursion through a little door in the
side of the wood , this did not seem like the correct time to
discuss the conundrum with myself, so I opted for something
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less mentally worrying.

All unpleasantness aside I feel forced to reiterate my initial
statement, I admit freely that the knowledge of it is neither
comfort nor use to me but nevertheless the fact remains:
"There is a way in you know."

End.
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